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The paper discusses possible reasons for the failure of studies using co-occurrence
data for query expansion. It suggests that the choice of similarity measures, the way
expansion is done and the size of the corpus used to extract the co-occurrence data may
be the reasons for this failure and not the co-occurrence paradigm per se. This view
is substantiated by results of a study, that simulated the selection of search terms by
professional searchers of a bibliographic data base.

1. Indexing, Retrieval, and Co-Occurrence Data

Thelastthirty yearshaveseenseveralapproachesto useco-occurrencedatato enhanceindexing
and query constructionrangingfrom hard wired machineslike ACRON (AssociativeContent
RetrievalNetwork)with 40 “documents”and40 “terms” (Giuliano& Jones1963) overstudies
on probabilisticretrievalandterm selection(Van Rijsbergen1977,Willett 1985)to approaches
usingcoarsesyntacticanalysisto extractco-occurrences(Grefenstette1992,Ruge1992,Jing&
Croft 1994)or anapproachbasedona logicalmodel(Crestani& VanRijsbergen1995). Manyof
theseapproacheshavebeenjudgedasnot successful(Salton& Buckley1988). PeatandWillett
(1991) for examplestate: "The weight of the experimentalevidenceto date hencesuggests
that query expansionbasedon term cooccurrencedata is unlikely to bring about substantial
improvementsin the performanceof documentretrieval systems.”(page379)

However,thereareseveralpossiblereasonsfor the failure of suchstudiesthat are not due to
the useof co-occurrencedataper se,but canbe found in the way thesedataareused:

1. somestudiesusedsimilarity measuresthat favoredfrequentterms
2. the expansionwasoftendonefor eachsinglequeryterm in isolation,andnot for thequery

as a whole
3. thesizeof the testcollectionsfrom which theco-occurrencedatawereextractedwasrather

limited resultingin weak estimationsof probabilitiesof co-occurrence

This paperdiscussessomeof thesepointsand thenpresentsdatafrom a study which tried to
avoid theseproblems.

The Vector Space Model
Most studiesusethe vectorspacemodel(seefor exampleJones& Furnas(1987),Deerwester,
Dumais,Furnas,Landauer& Harshman(1990),or Peat& Willett (1991)): For asetof objects or
documents
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thereis a ����� –matrix �!��"$#&%��('*)�+�,*,*-. )/+0,*,21 which describesthe relevanceof the terms for the documents.The entry"3#&%5476
is the relevance or weight of term 8 for document9 . Hencethe columnsof the matrix

representthe documentsas vectorsin an � -dimensionalspace.

To constructa documentvector, in generalthe termsthat occur in the documentare takenas
indexterms.Their weightcandependon their overall statisticalpropertiesandon theplaceand
frequencyof their occurrencein the document.To retrievedocumentsa query is transformed
into a (query-)vectorandthedocumentvectorsareidentified,thatarecloseto thatqueryvector.



Most similarity measuresusedfor this purposearebasedon the presenceof termsin both the
query and the document.

Within this processthreestepsare crucial:

1. The indexing transformationforming a documentvector out of a document,

2. the query transformationconstructinga queryvector out of a query,

3. the measureof similarity that comparesthesevectors

Of coursethesethreeoperationsarenot independent.What is donein onecould often aswell
bedonein the other. In this paperwe concentrateon the interactionof similarity measuresand
queryconstruction:How to expandthequeryby new terms,to enhancetheresultsof a search.

The meaningof the expression“query expansion” is not uniform within InformationRetrieval
research.Whereasin the theory of feedbackmethodsit is usedin the senseof addingmore
termsto an existingandpreviouslyused(query language)query,PeatandWillet (1991)seem
to use it in the senseof addingmore termsto thoseextractedfrom a natural languagequery
given by a user.At leastthe queriescomingwith the Cranfieldcollectionthey usedarenatural
languagequeries. This is the way it will be usedin this paper.

Two fundamentalproblemsof informationretrievalaresynonymyandpolysemy(seeDeerwe-
ster,Dumais,Furnas,Landauer,& Harshman1990). Synonymymeansthatpeopleusedifferent
termsto describethe sameobject;polysemymeansthat peopledescribedifferentobjectsusing
the sameterm (in different contexts). In the vector spacemodelsynonymsare treatedas two
different terms. If one is usedin a documentandthe other in a querythey will not contribute
to the similarity of the correspondingvectors.

Ambiguouswords have only one index term for all of their meanings. If one meaningis
mentionedin a query,documentsin which the term appearswith the othermeaningsare also
estimatedas closer to the query.

Theseproblemscan be attackedusing associationsbetweenterms. Whereashumansearchers
often usetermsthat “come into their mind” for a specificproblem,automatedsystemscanuse
associationscalculatedon the basisof co-occurrenceof termsin hugecorporaof texts of the
respectivedomain. The basic idea is in both casesthe same: In the constructionof a query
vector the weightsof the termsassociatedto the termsoccurring in the query are increased.
In the caseof two termsdescribingthe sameobject it is likely that the termsassociatedto the
first term aremainly the sameas thoseassociatedto the secondterm. If oneterm is usedin a
documentand the other is usedin a query the increasein the weightsof the associatedterms
in the queryvectorwill movethe queryvectorand the documentvectorclosertogether.

In caseof polysemytherewill be termsassociatedto both meaningsof an ambiguousterm,
but the query will containmore terms that are relatedto its intendedmeaning. Theseterms
and their associatedterms will form a cluster, which is associatedto the intendedmeaning
andwhich outweighsthe unintendedmeaning.Hencethe vectorwill be movedawayfrom the
unintendedmeaningand closer to the intendedone.

Thesemechanismsarenot restrictedto real synonymsandambiguouswords. If severalterms
arespecificto a topic that is searchedfor, but not all of themarementionedin the query,the
weightsof thosenot mentionedwill be increasedthroughthe associations.If a term is usedin
severaltopics the weightsof other termsof the topic searchedfor will be increasedby other
terms of the query.

Whereasthe abovedescriptionis given in termsof vectorsimilarity the samemechanismcan
also be usedfor query expansion.All termscan be rankedaccordingto their weightsin the



query vector, such that the terms with the highest weights will get the lowest ranks. These
terms can be used to expand the query.

Similarity Measures
Several formulas have been used to calculate the associations between terms from co-occurrence
data. Peat and Willet (1991) analyzed three different similarity measures
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where � ���� denotes the number of documents in which the term


occurs and � ��
����� the
number of documents in which the terms


and

�
occur together.

Peat and Willet (1991) summarize their results:

This article demonstrates that the similar terms identified by cooccurrence data in a
query expansion system tend to occur very frequently in the data base that is being
searched. Unfortunately, frequent terms tend do discriminate poorly between relevant
and nonrelevant documents, and the general effect of query expansion is thus to add
terms that do little or nothing to improve the discriminatory power of the original query
(p. 378)

This statement would be more precise if it would say that the terms identified by the co-
occurrence data with the formulas used tend to occur very frequently. The selection of a
specific formula is not implied by the use of co-occurrence data, but a decision made by the
designer of the model. With a different formula one will get different results from the same
co-occurrence data.

To reduce the number of frequent terms selected by a similarity measure, one can analyze the
measure and change it in such a way that less frequent terms are selected. To do so, one can
interpret the formulas as probabilities of co-occurrence of terms instead of interpreting them
as similarity measures:

Let 3 �4�� denote the probability that term


occurs in a document and 3 ���56��� the probability
that term


and term

�
occur together in one document. If the occurrence of the two terms

is statistically independent then

3 ��756���8� 3 ���� % 3 �����

holds by the definition of statistical independence. This means that the quotient

3 ��95:���
3 ��;� % 3 �����

is less than < iff the two terms occur less often together than expected in case of independence,
it is equal to < iff they co-occur by chance, and it is larger than < if they occur more often
together than expected in case of independence.



Replacing probabilities by relative frequencies one gets a similarity measure or “association”���������
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where


is the number of documents in the data base i. e. a constant factor that can be
ignored in the following considerations. A comparison of this measure and the measures used
by Peat & Willett (1991) reveals that their measures favor frequent terms. In case of the�������! �" ���#�$�%	
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This means that the more frequent the terms are, the bigger is the factor by which the measure
differs from

�
and hence more frequent terms are more likely to be added to a query. This is

the effect described by Peat and Willett (1991).

To calculate the factor &�3 for the Dice measure we start with4 �65 �-�," �����$�0	��7�������$�%	498;:
and get 4 � � �����$�%	� ���*	�� � ���
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and 4 � <�A B� ���
	 > B� ����	DC
thus with &E3 �GFH we get altogether5 �-�," ���#�$��	I� &E3 �J�2�����$�0	
Again the Factor & 3 increases with increasing frequency of the terms, producing a similar
effect as with the cosine measure.

For the Tanimoto measure 4 �LK�  M�=NO� K � ���#�$�%	��O�����#�?�0	
leads to 4 � � �����$�%	� ���*	P� � ���0	 � � ���*	�> � ���%	PQ � �����$�0	� �����$�0	
and 4 � � ���*	@> � ���0	PQ � �����$�%	� ���*	P� � ���0	 � B� ���
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From � ���*	SR � �����$��	 and � ���
	TR � �����$�0	 it follows that
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and further that 4�U B� ���
	 > B� ���*	 ��VDW



Hencefinally with ����� �� it holds that
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Again the factor � � increaseswith increasingfrequenciesof terms and hencethe measure
favors frequent terms.

In the study describedin this paperthe associationswere computedusing formula (6) from
which the value in caseof independencewassubtracted.This leadsto formula
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as associationbetweenthe terms
�

and
�
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Expansion of Single Terms or Expansion of a Query
Most studiesdo queryexpansionin sucha way that they addnew termsto every single term
in a query (Rijsbergen,Harper& Porter1981,Peat& Willett 1991,Grefenstette1992).

Many termsusedin humancommunicationare ambiguousor haveseveralmeanings.But in
most casestheseambiguitiesare resolvedwithout any problem,or evenwithout noticing the
ambiguity. The way this is doneby humansin still anopenproblemof psychologicalresearch,
but it is almostcertain,that the contextin which a term occursplays a centralrole.

The expansionof single termsof a query ignoresthe contextin which a term is used. There
is no way that influencescomingfrom severaltermsof the querycanaccumulatein a term or
that negativeassociationscomingfrom a queryterm canlower the probability of anotherterm
to be selectedfor expansion.A very simple way to allow suchinfluencesis a linear model,
that resultsin a superpositionof the influencescoming from all query terms.

A relatedaspectis the size of the query to be expanded.If it consistsof only a few terms,
this superpositionof influencesis rather limited. If the query is longer, thereare more terms
to influencethe selectionof new terms.

Size of the Data Base
Most studiesuseddocumenttest collectionsranging in size from less than 100 (Giuliano &
Jones1963) up to approximately27,000documents(Peat& Willett 1991). Theseare rather
smallsizesto estimatestatisticalpropertiesof terms.Studiessimulatingassociationexperiments
usingco-occurrencedatahaveshownthat theresultsrely heavilyon thesizeof thecorporathey
arebasedon (Rapp1991,Rapp1993,Wettler,Rapp& Ferber1993). This is not astonishingif
onetakesinto considerationthat the relativefrequenciesof wordsin languagearerathersmall,
and that the co-occurrenceof words is of courseevensmaller.

Evaluation
Experimentsin information retrieval are in generalevaluatedusing documenttest collections
and precisionand recall curves. This methodrelies on many influenceslike the composition
of the collectionandthe relevancejudgementsof raters.Harman(1992)states:“Performance
improvementsfor queryexpansionusingthe probabilisticmodelseemto be heavily dependent
on the test collection being used.” (page2)



On the other hand a lot of researchwas done in the last yearsconcerningthe behaviorof
searchers(Belkin & Vickery (1985),Fidel (1984,1991a,1991b,1991c),Glöckner-Rist(1993)).
In 1988 SaracevicandKantor (1988) formulatedthe following program:

A maincomponentof thebasicresearchagendafor informationsciencefor time to come
shouldbe (i) (...) (ii) testof modelsof informationseekingandretrieving involving the
humanelements,be they usersor intermediaries.(...) To build a machine(including an
intelligent interfacewith a machine)that doessomeinformationsearchingtasksat least
aswell ashumansdo, we mustfirst studythe patternsof humanbehavior,aswell asthe
patternsthat relaterelevanttexts(in whateverform or image)to questionsandproblems
at hand. (page215)

The study presentedin this paper restricts the evaluationto the simulation of the behavior
of professionalsearchersin a bibliographic data base. The aim is to predict which terms a
searcherwould usegiven a written end user request.

2. The Simulation

In this sectionwe describea simulationmodelfor the selectionof searchtermsby professional
databasesearchers.More detailscanbe found in Ferber(1992)andFerber,Wettler,andRapp
(1995).

The Model
Thesimulationwasbasedon 94searchrecordsandtheco-occurrenceof termsin thedocuments
of the databasePsycLIT (1989). The basicideasof the modelwerethe following:

1. For everypair of termsusedin therecordsanassociationwascalculatedbasedon their co-
occurrencein a sampleof documentsof thedatabaseandformula (18). Theseassociations
were storedin a weight matrix.

2. Thenfor everysingleuserrequesta queryvectorwasconstructedthatcontainedthenumber
of occurrencesof the terms in the request.

3. This vectorwasmultipliedby thematrix containingtheassociationsto includetheinfluence
of associatedterms.

4. Finally the termswere orderedaccordingto their entry in the vector; within this ranking
the meanranks

a. of thosetermsthat the searcherselectedfrom the request,
b. of thosetermsthat the searcheradded,and
c. of thosequery terms that the searcherdid not use

were compared

A good simulationwould yield low ranksfor the termsusedin the query and high ranksfor
thosenot used. In the following sectionsthe model is describedin moredetail.

Material, Terms, and Frequencies
The searcheswere madeindependentlyof the study by professionalsearchersat a German
psychologicalinformationagency.Eachrecordconsistedof an end-user’swritten requestand
the correspondingsearchesin the data basesPSYCINFO and PSYNDEX. An exampleof a
record is given in Table 1



Figure 1: An End - User Request and the Search of the Professional Searcher

Inhaltliche Beschreibung der Fragestellung in Form eines Arbeitstitels in deutscher, möglichst auch in englischer

Sprache: Einfluß von Geschlechtsstereotypen auf sexuelles Verhalten.

Influence of sex role stereotypes on sexual behavior

Suchstichworte möglichst aus der anglo-amerikanischen Fachsprache:
1.) Sex role stereotype 2.) Androgyny

PSYNDEX
1 177 Find CT All (Sex Role Att$;Feminism;Feminity;Masculinity)
2 11 Find ALL Androgyn$/PQ
3 734 Find CT D Psychosexual Behavior
4 428 Find 3 Not CT=Sex Roles
5 17 Find (1;2) And 4

The problem descriptions in the records as well as the searches were partly in English and partly
in German. Altogether the records contained 2108 different German and English words. From
these words a set of terms was constructed in such a way that German words and their English
translations as well as different morphological variants and shortened forms with identical root
were combined into word groups. In what follows these groups of words will be called terms.
A term’s occurrence in a text was defined as the occurrence of any of its member words in
the text. This procedure corresponded to stemming and translation and resulted in 1061 terms.
From these terms only those 872 that occurred in 40 or more documents were used for the
simulation. The co-occurrence data for these terms were taken from the free-text fields (i.e.
title, abstract, or key phrase) of documents of the data base PsycLIT.

Calculation of the Associations
With the co-occurrence data and formula (18) raw values for the associations were calculated.
For terms with low frequencies the estimation of their probability of co-occurrence by the
relative frequency is unreliable (Gale & Church, 1990). To smooth the values their range was
reduced to ���������
	 , �������� , using a monotonic nonlinear sigmoidal transformation with two
parameters.1 The associations were organized in a ������������� –matrix. The values in the diagonal
of the matrix were calculated with the same formula which can be written in this case as

����� � � �"!$#�% &
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& �.�+� �/� (19)

and submitted to the same transformation as the other values. They describe the fraction of the
weight of a term that is kept during the multiplication. These elements are small for frequent
terms and larger for less frequent terms. A factor on the diagonal elements was included as
parameter.

1 The transformation was composed of two functions 132547698 :;
<>=9?A@ for 4�BDC and E�F�G�HJI KL
M>NPOAQ for G�RSC with
the same value T3F5C
H9IUE�F5C
H9IVC and the same slope T7WXFYC�HZIVE[W�F\C�HPIV] at the point C . With the additional assumptionsT�F_^a`bHcIS^ed and E�FY]gfhG�H�I` for the maximal value ]ifbG the values of fkjml.jon.jmp[jmqrj Qgsut can be determined. ] , the slope inC and d the minimal value are the two parameters.



Simulation of Query Expansion
To simulate the searchers selection of terms for a query the terms of the end user request were
read in automatically and a query vector was constructed, that contained for each term the
number of its occurrences in the request. This vector was multiplied by the matrix with the
associations and the terms were ranked according to their weights.

Figure 2: Results of the Simulation of Example 1

Rank Class Weight Term

1 P&¬Q 0.009727 STEREOTYPEN STEREOTYPES STEREOTYPE

2 P&Q 0.009691 ANDROGYN ANDROGYNY

3 ¬P&Q 0.008722 MASCULINITY

4 P&¬Q 0.007178 GENDER GESCHLECHT

5 P&Q 0.007116 SEX SEXUAL SEXUALITAT SEXUELLE SEXUELLES

6 ¬P&Q 0.005652 FEMINIS FEMINISM

7 0.004986 HOMOSEXUALITY

8 0.004283 MASTURBATION

9 P&Q 0.003922 ROLE ROLES ROLLE ROLLEN

10 0.00378 INTERCOURSE INTERCOURSES

11 0.003707 LIBERAL

12 0.003591 MAN MEN

13 0.00356 FRAU FRAUEN WOMAN WOMEN

14 P&¬Q 0.003453 EINFLUA EINFLUSSEN INFLUENCE INFLUENCING INFLUENCES

15 0.003453 ORGASM

16 ¬P&Q 0.00328 PSYCHOSEXUAL

17 0.003242 OCCUPATION

18 0.003032 IDENTITY

19 0.002815
PARTNER PARTNERN PARTNERS PARTNERSCHAFT
PARTNERSCHAFTLICH

20 0.002813 FEMALE FEMALES WEIBLICHEN

56 P&Q 0.001462 BEHAVIOR BEHAVIORAL BEHAVIORS VERHALTEN VERHALTENS

195 P&¬Q 0.000579 AUF ON

225 P&¬Q 0.000448 VON FROM VOM

439 P&¬Q 0.000008 OF AUS

Thetermsare rankedaccording to their weights.Thefirst 20 ranksare givencompletelyas
well asall termsthat occurred in the record. (For theclassificationseesection5)

Evaluation of a single Simulation
The terms of each record were grouped into three classes:

1. P&Q-terms: the terms, that appeared in the problem description and in the query
2. P&¬Q-terms: the terms, that appeared in the problem description but not in the query
3. ¬P&Q-terms: the terms that did not appear in the problem description but in the query



The result of a simulation can be given as the mean ranks of the terms of these three classes.

Another way to evaluate the selection of search terms an overlap measure. Saracevic and Kantor
(1988) used such a measure to show that the agreement between searchers is rather low: For���

search problems they computed an overlap between the terms used by two searchers for the
same problem with the formula:
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is the set of query terms used in search
���

and � is the number of elements of
a set (p. 203). They got a mean overlap value of
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.

In a similar way one can compute an overlap between the query terms of searchers and the
same number of terms with the highest activities using the formula:
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denoting the term with activity rank
6
.

Figure 3: Overall results of the simulation

Calibration sample:
#DOC P&Q ¬P&Q P&¬Q OVL

246,889 18.5 155.6 194.4 0.39
136.887 18.4 159.8 186.8 0.38
75,000 19.4 165.9 165.2 0.40
40,000 21.8 183.5 147.8 0.38
20,000 21.3 186.3 164.4 0.38

Test sample:
#DOC P&Q ¬P&Q P&¬Q OVL

246,889 18.9 172.2 203.7 0.41
136.887 18.5 174.7 196.3 0.39
75,000 18.5 197.7 170.2 0.40
40,000 21.5 211.6 150.8 0.37
20,000 20.1 228.8 178.1 0.37

#DOC is the number of documents in the subsample of the data base used to calculate the
co-occurrence data. The vocabulary and all parameters were the same in all simulations.
As a consequence the minimum frequency of a term in the data base could be less than

�#�
for simulations based on less than the complete data base. The simulation could not be run
with smaller numbers of documents (which would have been comparable to the number of
documents in the other document test collections used by Peat and Willett (1991)) because
some terms of the vocabulary did not occur in any of those smaller subsamples of documents.



Evaluation of the Model
To control the performance of the simulation the set of records was divided at random into
two samples: One half, the calibration sample, was used to check out good parameter values,
the other half, the test sample, was kept aside to test the model. With the calibration sample
and the co-occurrence data of the whole corpus a set of parameter values was chosen, such
that the mean activity rank of the terms in the query (P&Q and ¬P&Q) was low under the
additional restriction that the mean activity rank of the ¬P&Q-terms was lower than that of
the P&¬Q-terms.

Results
Table 3 gives the results of the simulations. First it can be observed, that the mean ranks of
the query terms are much better than they could be expected by chance (This would be a mean
of 436). Second the results for the two samples are quite similar. This shows that the model
has some general validity. The largest differences can be found for the new terms selected
by the searcher. The most stable results can be found for the P&Q-terms, that the searcher
took from the request.

Under decreasing number of documents in the corpus used to extract the co-occurrences the
same pattern can be observed: The mean ranks of the new terms increase most, while the mean
ranks of the P&Q-terms are again quite stable. This supports the assumption that for query
expansion the use of a large corpus is of great importance. Another reasons for this behavior
could be that the set ¬P&Q is the smallest of the three sets. Hence the statistical basis for
the estimations is small. But the selection of new terms is also the most demanding of the
three tasks because there is no input to these terms from the problem description. The complete
weight has to come from the associations. That makes it probably the one that is most sensitive
to a reduction of the corpus from which the co-occurrences are taken.

The overlap values are quite stable. That is probably due to the large number of terms in P&Q
compared to ¬P&Q. All overlap values are larger than those found by Saracevic and Kantor
(1988). Although it is difficult to compare the results, because they are based on different
material and procedures, it looks as if the results from the simulations were at least as good as
they could be expected from another human searcher.

Altogether the study gives some evidence, that the use of co-occurrence data for query expansion
can lead to useful results, if the model in which the data is used is designed appropriately and
the corpus from which the co-occurrences are taken is large enough.
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